367. INTERVIEW TO "THE TRAXSVAAL LEADER"
[johannesburg,
July 14, }914\
I am going to India for good. I am going with the intention
of never returning, and if ever I have to return to South Africa
or leave India, it will be owing to circumstances beyond my con*
trol, and at present beyond my conception*
The Settlement I consider to be entirely honourable to both
parties* I believe both General Botha and General Smuts have
acted most justly. There has been no mental reservation what-
ever. The one desire on the part of General Smuts was that there
should be no misunderstanding left, and he endeavoured to
appreciate the Indian standpoint at every stage of the interviews
that he t gladly gave me, even when he was pressed with work.
And I do feel that nothing could have been finer than the
co-operation that the Opposition gave whole-heartedly.
In fact, the whole spirit of the debate, both in the Senate and
the Assembly, in spite of a jarring note from Natal, was of a highly
Imperial order. And it will be a thousand pities if either my own
countrymen, by excessive agitation, or Europeans spoil that tone
and destroy the good effect produced by the Settlement, It res-
pects all the reasonable demands of the Europeans with reference
to immigration and such other matters, and it concedes to the
Indians entirely what they have been fighting for and suffering
for during the last eight years. Throughout my travelling I have
noticed a very exemplary attitude on the part of European
friends, many of whom have been really strangers to the question,
and certainly strangers to me personally.
[reporter:] Is the struggle really at an cod—will Indiana here not
fight, constitutkmally no doubt, for political equality?
We have never asked for political equality. We do not
hope to get that*
You want the vote?
No; my view on that would be to leave the question of the
political vote severely alone, and my finn conviction is tkat pas-
sive resistance is infinitely superior to the vote* I have never
asked for the vote. What I always have insisted on was the re-
moval of racial distinctions, not for equality.

